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EARTH DAY CELEBRATION 

Earth Day is a global phenomenon that is celebrated annually on April 22 to

show concern and support for mother nature. It was first celebrated on

22ndApril 1970, to get everyone to do their part towards the environment.

Earth day was digitally celebrated by the students of DPS Kolar. Celebrations

and a medley of educational and fun activities, helped students to understand

and spread the message that we need to care for mother earth.

Nursery and Prep students engaged in day-night themed activity, eco-friendly

collage making competition, and put magazines and unwanted scraps of paper

to good use by creating Earth day themed collages. It was wonderful to watch

young minds churn out astonishingly fresh ideas. An online poster making

competition was organized for the students of class 1. The enthusiastic

participants made posters showing how can we save our mother earth. To

practically demonstrate support for environment protection ‘Recycle Garden

competition’ was conducted for the students of class II This helped students

assimilate simply yet clearly that our natural resources are limited and we need

to use them judiciously.

Senior students put up a special assembly, which included positive news about

Nature by young environment reporters. Interesting and relevant information of

low levels of pollution, clean waters of the Ganga and Yamuna, sightings of

rare birds and animals in various places of India were shared by the young

reporters. A song by another talented DIPSITE conveyed how our earth is

precious and needs to be protected. The celebration ended with a heartfelt

message by students that rekindled emotive concerns and urged youngsters to

save, love and respect mother nature with all their heart and soul.

The principal Mrs. Vandana Dhupar congratulated the students on their efforts

to come together for a digital celebration. She also encouraged all members of

the DPS Kolar family to be sensitive to mother earth and her needs.





Our life is the 
creation of our Mind



Special Online Assemblies on Ambedkar Jayanti were

conducted by the students at different levels. The students

and teachers met over Zoom, virtually, and celebrated the

life and achievements of Dr. B R Ambedkar.

The assembly commenced with the National Anthem

followed by a special prayer by the Headmistress, Mrs.

Anuradha Telang.

Special scriptures, thought of the day, theme talk and a quiz

were also included in the assembly.

Masterchef Anakh Narula of class 6 shared an easy recipe

on this festive occasion.

A short but inspirational talk on the life and works of

Ambedkar Saheb was presented by Dr. Bhavna Chaturvedi,

Hindi teacher. The highlight of the assembly was the

principal, Mrs. Vandana Dhupar’s address to the parents

and students. She conveyed her greetings on the occasion

of Baisakhi and Ambedkar Jayanti and spoke of the

school’s untiring efforts in ensuring that learning does not

break, come what may.

The assemblies were hugely appreciated by parents and

students alike.

DPS Kolar celebrates 

Ambekar Jayanti & Baisakhi
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THE WRATH OF THE CROWN –

COVID-19 

It all began in the sleeping giant,

And started spreading like a wild fire.

To begin with the world was silent,

The masses ignorant of the consequences so dire

The countries so mighty fell prey to the virus,

It shattered all the myth and the tyrus.

The business trembling, economy is at loss,

The administration is stringent to fight the cause.

The inventors are yet to find a cure,

The future seems so grim and unsure.

In this entire embroil and embrangle,

Doctors are our hope and ministering angel.

We must keep hygiene and social distance,

By this ensure our assistance.

To fight off this problem,

And our earth will soon again blossom

Aarush Navkar

Class VIII



Yeah! My exams are over ‘finally’,

I’m a free bird, literally !

The world is locked-down suddenly,

Oh no! I can’t go out, actually.

Corona has made us stay at our place,

No Malls, No Movies, No plays !

Can’t meet friends and classmates,

Soap, Mask and sanitizer are now the best mates !

It’s time to make some Art,

Stay at HOME, be SMART !

Enjoy your hobbies, practice your skill,

Spend time with family; have fun and chill !

I help mom with dusting and mopping,

Mom rewards me by hugging and kissing !

Thanks dear teachers for teaching us online,

I shall revert - Study well; the turn is mine !

Naman Johri

Class VII

THE LOCKDOWN



A GLIMPSE OF

QUANTUM MECHANICS

Quantum mechanics is a branch that deals with mathematical description of

motion and interaction of subatomic particles integrating the theories of wave-

particle duality, the corresponding principle and the uncertainty principle.

For more than 200 years, numerous scientists observed light to be only a form

of energy until Max Planck introduced the world with the effect of a radiation

on a ‘blackbody', however he wasn’t the only one to be credited, other

scientists like Albert Einstein and Neil Bohr also contributed in the foundation

of the Quantum theory.

Planck’s theory on radiant energy, that it is made up of components called

quanta was acknowledged greatly because it answered the previously

unexplainable natural phenomena of heat in solids and nature of light

absorption. He also observed that energy has the characteristics of physical

matter. These studies rewarded him with a Noble prize.

Quantum Mechanics is a specialized field of physics that can explain strange

results about the physical world and defies what the classic mechanics

illustrates. Classic mechanics says a certain object is in a specific place at a

specific time however, in quantum mechanics, objects instead exist in a haze

of probability; they have a certain chance of being at point x, another chance

of being at point y.

In conclusion, Quantum mechanics, part of quantum field theory, is a

fundamental theory in physics. It describes the physical properties of nature

on an atomic scale.

-Nysa Negi

Class IX



Celebration of Mothers 
Day and Fathers Day

Young DIPSITES celebrated Fathers Day by

participating, with their fathers in father-child duo

dance performances, music and yoga sessions.

The kids expressed their love for their fathers by

conducting various interesting, fun based activities….

‘delicious Monaco pizza’ , ‘My footprints…. My

shadow’, ‘Photo Frame making’ and ‘Thank you card’

making activity.

‘MAA.......Mother’s day together’, a special online

session was organized for mothers of our young

DIPSITES. It was heart warming to see mother child

engage in activities and spend quality time together.

Academic coordinator Mrs. Remy Behl wished all the

mothers and urged the children to imbibe virtues from

their mothers. A memorable day indeed!
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